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                                                      Chess Club Web Page - utahbirds.org/Chess/  

What you can learn from this game: Consider “sacrifices”, but only make one when you can see the outcome clearly.
    Should do: 

1. Set up a strong center.
2. Cause your opponent to waste moves while you get your men out. (Black’s Queen moves around a lot) 
3. Position you men where they can be most useful – usually near your opponent’s King.

    Should NOT do:
1. Don’t get greedy and accept “gifts” instead of taking care of your important business.

   

Some ideas as they appear in this game:  ©M.G.Moody

  1.e4  e5 Center control - (Both sides get a pawn into the center of the board).
  2.f4  exf4 Gambit - (White offers a free pawn and Black accepts it).
  3.Bc4  Qh4+ Attack a weakness - (White attacks the pawn at f7 and Black’s Queen attacks White’s King).
  4.Kf1  b5 Prepare - (Both moves look kind of bad, but are they preparing for something special?)
  5.Bxb5  Nf6 Unprotected Pawn - (White takes an unprotected pawn and Black attacks one).
  6.Nf3  Qh6 Push back Queen - (White’s Knight attacks Black’s Queen and forces her back).
  7.d3  Nh5 Attack invader - (White attacks the invading pawn and protects his own at the same time).

Protect with two - (Black protects its invading pawn with two men).
  8.Nh4  Qg5 Prepare - (White prepares to attack Black’s Queen but Black avoids the attack).
  9.Nf5  c6 Outpost - (White creates an outpost in Black’s territory).

Attack with Pawn - (Black attack White’s Bishop hoping to drive it back). 
10.g4  Nf6  Trap Queen - (White forces Black’s Knight to box in his own Queen).

Attack with two - (Black attack White’s pawn with two men and it’s only protected by one).  
11.Rg1  cxb5 Protect with two - (White’s Pawn is being attacked by two so it must be protected by two).

Accept Sacrifice - (Black accept White’s Bishop – in return White builds up a very strong center).
12.h4  Qg6 Attack Queen - (White’s Queen has only one move to save herself).
13.h5  Qg5 Attack Queen - (White’s Queen is restricted to one safe square).
14.Qf3  Ng8 Set Trap - (White’s Queen sets the trap – Black has one “unhappy” move to make to save his Queen).

Wasted Moves - (Black has made a lot of moves but has little to show for it).
15.Bxf4  Qf6   Push back Queen - (White now has a huge advantage in the center).

Attack unprotected  Pawn - (Black’s Queen has at least something good to do as she retreats).
16.Nc3  Bc5 Protect Pawn - (White protects the pawn and gets the Knight out at the same time).

Attack Rook - (Black get the Bishop out and attacks the valuable Rook at the same time). 
17.Nd5  Qxb2 Outpost - (Instead of protecting his Rook, Black attacks the Queen creating another powerful outpost).
18.Bd6  Bxg1 Force a move - (White strongly suggests Black’s Bishop take White’s Rook – may not be the best move?)
19. e5  Qxa1+ Block with Pawn - (White blocks the Black Queen from protecting g7 – doesn’t look like much -- but it is!)

Accept Sacrifice - (Black gets another Rook and can say “check”– however, the joy is short lived).
20. Ke2  Na6 Threaten Checkmate - (White moves the King to a safe place – Black has no attacking chances.  Now

the threat of checkmate to Black’s King with Nxg7 and Bc7 becomes a concern he must take care of).
Prevent Checkmate - (Black has few choices as White closes in on the King ).

21.Nxg7+  Kd8 Force a move - (White forces Black’s King into a very tight spot).
22.Qf6+  Nxf6 Queen Sacrifice - (White offers the Queen for one reason:  to make Black’s Knight move).

Overworked Knight - (Black’s Knight can take the Queen or prevent Be7 and mate, but can’t do both).
23.Be7#  1-0 Checkmate - (White has given up a Queen, two Rooks and a Bishop, but has just enough men left).

Chess Notation for the game:
1.e4  e5 
2.f4  exf4 
3.Bc4  Qh4+ 
4.Kf1  b5 
5.Bxb5  Nf6 

6.Nf3  Qh6
7.d3  Nh5 
8.Nh4  Qg5 
9.Nf5  c6 
10.g4  Nf6 

11.Rg1  cxb5 
12.h4  Qg6
13.h5  Qg5 
14.Qf3  Ng8 
15.Bxf4  Qf6 

16.Nc3  Bc5 
17.Nd5  Qxb2 
18.Bd6  Bxg1 
19. e5  Qxa1+ 

20. Ke2  Na6 
21.Nxg7+  Kd8 
22.Qf6+  Nxf6
23.Be7#  1-0


